Consulting and Technology
Solutions for Private Equity

Supply chains are diverse and can range from a single operation with one distribution
center to a complex and robust network spanning hundreds of locations and
multiple methods of in-house transportation. Because supply chains vary significantly
depending on company size and industry, private equity firms face unique challenges
while navigating portfolio companies’ pre- and post- acquisition transactions.

A Strategic End-to-End Partner
As a true integrated supply chain consulting and
technology provider, enVista offers unparalleled
experience in serving private equity firms in various
capacities both pre- and post-acquisition. Our
services include acquisition due diligence supply
chain assessments and post-acquisition supply chain
optimization, in which portfolio company supply
chains are analyzed for operational gaps
and opportunities with the goal of adding
incremental value.
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By identifying synergies and efficiencies during due
diligence, enVista is able to offer recommendations
to optimize the portfolio company’s supply chain,
as well as implement one or more services from
our suite of solutions. In addition to performing
due diligence and supply chain optimization, we
offer continued support and share best practices
throughout our partnership to enable strategic
investment decisions, improve portfolio company
performance and increase realized value.
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Due Diligence Supply Chain Assessments
Unexplored gaps in a portfolio company’s supply chain can impact anticipated deal value, as well as
EBITDA, making it vital to have a deep understanding of the company’s current supply chain. enVista’s
supply chain due diligence assessment can be completed in a two- to three-week timeframe, in which we
assess and analyze the portfolio company’s current supply chain. Our assessment model, which is based
on our operational experience from source to consumption, includes information technology, people and
organizational design, performance management and supply chain strategy.
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Post-Acquisition Supply Chain Optimization
enVista offers nearly two decades of experience in providing end-to-end services and software solutions
spanning supply chain, transportation, IT, unified commerce and Microsoft Business Solutions. Our expertise
in implementing processes and technology services for private equity firms in addition to consulting sets us
apart from others in the industry. Emphasizing focused, tactical and quick improvements, our solutions are
catered to our clients’ unique needs. Our services for private equity firms include:
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About enVista
enVista is a global software, consulting, and managed services provider, optimizing and transforming physical
and digital commerce for the world’s leading manufacturers, distributors, 3PLs/LSPs, and omnichannel
retailers. enVista uniquely optimizes and transforms physical and digital commerce – optimizing supply chain
efficiencies to drive cost savings, and unifying commerce to drive customer engagement and revenue. These
comprehensive capabilities, combined with enVista’s market-leading Unified Commerce Platform, Enspire
Commerce and the firm’s ability to consult, implement and operate across supply chain, transportation,
IT, enterprise business solutions and omnichannel commerce, allows mid-market and Fortune 100/5000
companies to leverage enVista as a trusted advisor across their enterprises. Let’s have a conversation.™
info@envistacorp.com | 877.684.7700 | envistacorp.com
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